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Brecon Beacons National Park 

 
BRECON BEACONS PARK SOCIETY 
70th anniversary walk 
Like many Park societies, and many others, The Brecon Beacons Society have been celebrating the 70th Anniversary of the 
founding of the National Parks this year. They are particularly marking it with walks, talks and cake on Wednesday 18 
December to mark Royal Assent for the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949 which was granted in that 
month. 
 
Cultural heritage network 
Brecon is a lively town in a beautiful area but like many places is subject to many of the same problems as other town but 
seeks to make the most of the geographical, cultural and heritage of the area. The Society has long cooperated with others 
in ventures such as Dark Skies and the revival of the Pontneddfechan Gunpowder works. It therefore welcomes the new 
Cultural and Heritage Network recently funded to facilitate the coordination of the many events in the area, including some 
of our walks and talks. 
 
The society recently worked with Ramblers Cymru to arrange a walk along part of the Cambrian Way that passes through our 
area. The Way now boasts a book fully describing the route which goes through Wales roughly South to North crossing the 
Beacons Way on its East to West journey 

 
 

The Broads National Park 

 
 
THE BROADS AUTHORITY 
New apprentice scheme helps revive heritage craft skills  
Apprenticeships have certainly been in the spotlight this year in the Broads National Park. The Broads Authority’s 
apprenticeship scheme entered its fifth year (this time with an all-female cohort), May saw the Broads host the first-ever 
National Parks apprentice exchange and new opportunities have been created focussing on reviving heritage craft skills. 
Tom Allen and Brandon Jarvis recently joined the Authority on two brand-new heritage apprenticeships, to restore iconic 
drainage mills throughout 
Norfolk and Suffolk and learn 
traditional restoration skills as 
part of the Authority’s Water, 
Mills and Marshes programme.  
 
 
 

Photo credit: The Broads 
Authority 

 
Bricklaying, carpentry and 
joinery might not be professions 
you would immediately associate 
with the National Park, but a lack 
of these traditional building craft 
and mill-wrighting skills means 
that the future of these iconic 
structures is under threat. Many 
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are in urgent need of restoration within the next 10 years or they face being lost forever.  The apprenticeship scheme is 
helping to keep these traditional skills alive and to train the next generation of professional craftspeople and conservationists 
the region desperately needs.  
 
Charcoal burner ‘Betty’ gets eco-friendly BBQs sizzling 
Some of the world’s most sustainable charcoal is now available to buy in the Broads National Park, thanks to new a charcoal 
burner known affectionately as ‘Betty’. The biochar burner runs on wood from conservation work in and around the National 
Park and is funded by the EU Interreg project, CANAPE. 
 

 
 
Betty the biochar burner. Photo credit: The Broads Authority 
 
In 2018 alone, Britain imported nearly 90,000 tonnes of charcoal and your sizzling sausages may have been cooked on 
charcoal from illegally harvested wood in tropical-forests. It is hoped that a local market for Betty’s charcoal will grow and 
generate other income streams for people who manage our woodlands.   
 
Partnerships help to clean up the Broads 
Throughout 2019, organised litter picks have become an increasingly popular way to give back to the beautiful landscapes of 
the Broads National Park. During the summer and autumn, litter picks organised by the Norwich Green Party and Great 
Yarmouth Sea Life Centre helped to clean up two very different areas of the Broads; the River Wensum in Norwich and the 
river banks alongside Breydon Water near Great Yarmouth. Both events saw dedicated volunteers and staff from the Broads 
Authority and other organisations working in partnership to clear up litter from the water and riverbanks. 
 
In total, over 75 binbags of litter, 8 shopping trollies, 3 car tyres, 2 deck chairs and even an old motorbike frame were retrieved 
from the water during both the events, which was even more surprising given the adverse weather conditions during the 
Breydon pick.  

 
 

 

Dartmoor National Park 
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DARTMOOR NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY  
Dartmoor National Park extends key visitor centre 
Work is underway to revamp and improve one of Dartmoor National Park’s visitor centres. Dartmoor National Park Authority 
is extending its visitor centre at Postbridge to develop the experience for visitors and tell the fascinating story of Dartmoor’s 
Bronze Age past in greater detail. Postbridge’s extension offers a unique opportunity to help people understand this beautiful 
area’s history and connect with those who lived and worked there thousands of years ago. 
 
Dartmoor is the most important area for Bronze Age archaeology in Western Europe. The visitor centre will be the starting 
point for finding out and understanding this period of time more as well as exploring places of interest nearby.  
 
Dartmoor National Park Authority’s ambition is to create a building which, while respecting the past and the moorland 
environment, will serve people for years to come. The large, single-storey extension will provide new fully accessible 
exhibition space with interactive displays. 
 
The Authority secured £500,000 from the Rural Development Programme for England for the work. Postbridge is built on 
land leased to Dartmoor National Park by the Duchy of Cornwall. A ceremonial turf cutting was held in October marking the 
start of building work. The centre is due to reopen in July 2020.  
 
Moor Otters return! 
Dartmoor National Park is bringing back its hugely successful Moor Otters arts trail in 2020. The campaign aims to raise 
£60,000 for Donate for Dartmoor, which provides money for projects to conserve Dartmoor’s habitats, promote 
understanding and improve accessibility for everyone. 
 
From May to September 80 ‘otter with cub’ sculptures, each individually designed and decorated by artists, will be in publicly 
accessible areas of Dartmoor and surrounding towns and villages.  
 
‘Otter spotters’ will be able to find, learn about and interact with the sculptures each of which will be inscribed with Dartmoor 
facts. People can explore trails by foot, car, pushbike or public transport and there’ll be prizes for sustainability.  
Schools get mini sculptures to create artwork for public display and either keep their otter or auction it to raise funds for the 
school. 
 
Later on, all Moor Otters are exhibited as a collection before 20 are selected and auctioned with money going to Donate for 
Dartmoor. In 2017, Moor Otters raised thousands of pounds for conservation and education. It helped develop Dartmoor 
National Park’s Young Ranger programme which supports educational access and engages young people; provided funding 
to clear non-native plants, and helped with footpath repairs to improve accessibility.   
 
South West Peatlands Partnership  
Work continues apace on peatland restoration on Dartmoor. Through the South West Peatland Partnership, Dartmoor 
National Park is restoring damaged peat bogs for the benefit of our climate, wildlife and the water we drink. Over the years 
the peat which makes these bogs has been eroding, causing problems on Dartmoor and further downstream as well. 
 
Healthy bogs play an important role in tackling climate change because they hold in carbon from the atmosphere. They store 
rain water which is released as clean water into rivers and reservoirs. Slowing down the flow of water rushing off the moor 
prevents flooding too.  
 
Between now and 2021, we’re focusing on five sites in particular covering a total area of 16sq km. This includes ‘rewetting’ 
the bogs, blocking erosion gullies, drainage channels and peat cuttings. The partnership is reusing natural materials including 
timber from woodland restoration projects transported from elsewhere on the moor.   
 
Learning is being shared with Exeter and Plymouth universities to aid scientific understanding. So far, the work is yielding 
positive results. RSPB data shows Dunlin numbers have increased by 38% since restoration work started and the levels of 
water the bogs are holding has increased by 9cm since 2014. 
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Exmoor National Park 

 
EXMOOR SOCIETY 
Annual General Meeting 
On the same day as the major Glover Review into the future of National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
(AONBs) was published, the Exmoor Society held its Annual General Meeting. In a quick change to her speech and recognising 
that there was much more to digest, Rachel Thomas, Chairman said “This is a very exciting report with big ambitious 
recommendations for our protected landscapes. Many of the points that the Society had submitted to the Review were fully 
developed.” 
 
The Chairman concluded the AGM by saying that Exmoor was privileged to be chosen as the place for an official national 
celebrations of 70 years of the National Park and Access to the Countryside Act. Called the Big Picnic, all the UK’s National 
Parks were represented and it was honoured by the presence of their Royal Highnesses, The Prince of Wales and The Duchess 
of Cornwall. The Chairman said “Although fully aware of the enormous challenges ahead, this year the Society wants to leave 
the memory of how National Parks at their best are inspiring places where landscape and nature are intertwined with people 
and their livelihoods and values shaped through the centuries, adding so much to the nation’s well-being. Now the Glover 
Report shows how they can increase their contribution to the nation in the 21st Century.” 
 
To follow the formal part of the AGM, two speakers, Richard McLaughlin, Founder Member of the Exmoor Rivers and Streams 
Group, and Thomas Thurlow, ENPA Historic Buildings Officer, demonstrated different aspects of conservation work within 
the Park, echoing important themes in the Glover Report. Several annual Awards were presented, including the Founder’s 
Award to Hugh Thomas, the Conservation Award to Adam Lockyer, and the Pinnacle Award for young entrepreneurs to 
William Bolton. 
 
The Exmoor Society Lucy Perry literary ward  
The Exmoor Society is pleased to announce the junior and senior winners of its annual Lucy Perry Literary Competition for 
Schools. The prizes were presented at the South Molton Community Primary School in South Molton and at the West 
Buckland School, West Buckland. 
 
At South Molton, head teacher Mr Parkin introduced the assembled children and the first prize winner from the competition’s 
Junior Category, Jack Hosegood, with his parents present. Jack read his winning poem 'What I enjoy about Exmoor’ and was 
then given Palgrave’s ‘Golden Treasury of Verse’ and his certificate. The presentations in West Buckland School’s Michael 
Morpurgo Library were to two successful poets from the Senior category. The winner of the first prize was Isaac Spear with 
his poem entitled ‘Devon’ and the third prize winner was Jazz Clarke with her poem ‘The Waymarker’.  
 
The Exmoor Society emphasises the importance of having young people writing poetry and prose at a sponsored competition 
level, and acknowledges the importance of visiting the winning schools to make the presentations. One of the judges, Cathy 
Nicholls, said: ‘I commend the positive and receptive teachers and pupils on Exmoor and are confident that the competition 
will increasingly attract entries from many other schools.’ Information on the Lucy Perry Competition 2020 can be found on 
The Exmoor Society’s website. 

 
Proposals for a hydroelectric scheme at Watersmeet are rejected  
The Exmoor Society is pleased that Exmoor National Park Planning Authority unanimously rejected the proposal by the 
National Trust to develop a hydroelectric scheme that would have included the Hoar Oak Water, Farley Water and its 
confluence with the East Lyn River at Watersmeet.  
 
Speaking at the Authority Meeting, the Chairman of the Society, Rachel Thomas, made the following brief points illustrating 
why it was objecting to the application:  

Photo credit: Jennifer Rowlandson 
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1. Hydrology & Stream Abstraction including a great 
reduction in waterflow, excessive rock abstraction 
along a narrow bridleway pipeline, a scar on the 
steps pipeline at Watersmeet and noise of rock-
hammering during construction.  

2. Ecology. There are no aquatic invertebrate 
surveys, the flow reductions will have impacts on the 
wider environmental ecology. Many overall impacts 
and actions affecting habitat quality or causing 
habitat loss collectively create a significant 
permanent impact to the natural environment.  

3. Landscape Character & Visual Amenity. The 
National Trust’s mission is ‘to keep places special for 
ever, for everyone’. The Exmoor National Park Authority and The Exmoor Society share in that but this is a 
scheme that will do material harm to the character of the place that has long been acknowledged as one of 
the most exquisite in England. Surveys show that 85% of visitors to Exmoor come for the landscape and 
what 75% do is take a short walk. Watersmeet is one of the most popular places in the National Park to do 
this, which is not surprising as Watersmeet is an iconic Exmoor landscape – wild, romantic and, as the NT 
put it themselves, a ‘dramatic river gorge, ancient woodlands, tea garden and shop in stunning 
surroundings. To retain this, it needs the lightest of touches – discretion in its tracks, buildings, bridges and 
signs. This proposal unfortunately does the reverse – the human footprint will become bigger and more 
visible in every respect.  
 

The Society accepts the urgency of dealing with climate change and admires and supports the National Trust’s efforts to 
reduce its carbon footprint - but this must not be at the cost of damaging or even destroying the natural and cultural assets 
in its ownership - and particularly those in the National Park.  
 
EXMOOR NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY 
Exmoor National Park declares climate emergency 
In October, Exmoor National Park Authority Members declared a climate emergency and agreed to work towards being a 
carbon neutral Authority by 2030, subject to a detailed action plan. Members also agreed to sign up to the Devon Climate 
Declaration, alongside 25 other organisations, and to join forces with both Devon and Somerset County Councils to produce 
carbon plans covering the National Park to meet or exceed Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) targets. 
 
The report to Members noted the 30% reduction in carbon emissions that Exmoor National Park Authority had already made 
since it started monitoring its carbon footprint across all its corporate assets in 2008. The measures taken include action to 
improve energy efficiency within Authority owned buildings and install renewable energy along with a scheme to facilitate 
installation of 73 new renewable energy systems in local communities, farms and houses across Exmoor. 
 
The Authority has also taken steps to respond through management of its own estate, particularly the woodlands which are 
managed in-house, and collaboration with other foresters and land owners to support positive woodland planting and 
management. 
 
As the planning authority for the area, significant further steps to address climate change are included in Exmoor National 
Park Authority’s Local Plan including: 
 

 Measures that reduce the need for energy and promote renewable energy. 

 Encouraging water conservation through sustainable and efficient supplies. 

 Supporting the management of uplands and woodlands to assist in carbon sequestration and storage. 
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Promoting woodland creation 
Exmoor National Park Authority held an event 
with the Forestry Commission to promote 
good practice for woodland creation in Exmoor 
and Dartmoor, as part of the Government’s 
long-term priority to increase the UK’s tree 
cover. This follows a joint ambition to expand 
and enhance woodland in National Parks 
between the Forestry Commission and 
National Parks England, as part of an Accord 
announced last summer and echoed in the 
government’s 25-Year Environment Plan. 
 
It’s the first of several workshops taking place 
across the country, bringing together 
landowners with key partners to outline design 
principles for expanding wooded areas across 
these landscapes, while remaining sensitive to 
the important species, habitats and cultural 
heritage for which they are designated. 

Photo credit: Exmoor National Park Authority 
 

Both National Park Authorities are in the process of drawing up detailed action plans towards becoming carbon neutral having 
this year voted to declare Climate Emergencies, with efforts to increase tree cover likely to play an important role. 
 
Graeme McVittie, Exmoor National Park’s Senior Woodland Officer, said: “Increasing tree cover in our National Parks offers 
huge potential benefits, from locking away carbon and reducing flood risk, to improving habitat connectivity, biodiversity and 
even people’s wellbeing. We’re pleased to be working with the Forestry Commission, landowners, communities and our 
partners to promote approaches that are both sustainable and sensitive to the unique character and beauty of these precious 
landscapes.” 

 
New initiative will give smaller businesses a voice 
Rural Enterprise Exmoor is a new project to improve understanding of business needs and the local economy across the 
National Park. A key aim of the initiative will be to work with independent research organisation Wavehill to capture views 
from the often unheard smaller rural businesses in the National Park, and report on the challenges and opportunities they 
face. 
 
Micro businesses dominate the Exmoor economy, yet are often not included in official databases (e.g. the Office for National 
Statistics) as they fall below VAT and PAYE thresholds used to identify enterprises in the UK. The Rural Enterprise Exmoor 
initiative will help fill these gaps in the national dataset, providing a more detailed picture of the composition of the Exmoor 
economy. This will allow Exmoor National Park Authority and other partner organisations, to better respond to the needs of 
local businesses and develop targeted strategies that capitalise on the area’s designation as a National Park. 

 
 

Lake District National Park 

 
FRIENDS OF THE LAKE DISTRICT  
Extending the Lake District National Park 
Following a request from a group of parish councils, Friends of the Lake District spent a year carrying out research to inform 
a proposal to extend the southern boundary of the Lake District National Park; submitting a formal request to Natural England 
(NE) in June 2019. 
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Ordnance survey map showing the proposed extension.  
 
The proposed extension incorporates an area of outstanding landscape in the south of Cumbria, including the area between 
Silecroft and Grange-over-Sands, the Millom Without, Furness and Cartmel peninsulas and the majestic estuaries of the 
Duddon, Leven and Kent rivers.  
 
The route of the new boundary detailed in the proposal has been generated by research undertaken to assess ‘landscape 
quality’. This is aligned with the criteria employed by Natural England to inform its ultimate decision on whether a landscape 
is of the quality and character to afford National Park status.  
 
The final decision for any extension to the southern boundary of the Lake District will rest with Natural England and the 
Secretary of State for the Environment. As was the case with the 2016 extension to the Lake District and the Yorkshire Dales, 
the process could be a protracted one.  

 
'In Our Hands' film premiere 
Friends of the Lake District commissioned a short film to celebrate its 85th year (1934 – 2019) which was premiered at the 
Rheged Centre in Penrith in late October.   
 
Produced and directed by Terry Abraham – Producer of the ‘Life of a Mountain’ film trilogy – it delivers its message through 
the poetry of Harriet Fraser and Terry’s spectacular Lake District footage to explore the vital connection between people and 
place; the glorious landscape and the rich cultural heritage of Cumbria and the Lake District.  
 
Douglas Chalmers, Chief Executive, Friends of the Lake District,  
“It is a beautifully illustrated, thought-provoking work, forward looking to the future for our children and recognises that 
Friends of the Lake District will always have, on behalf of this much-loved landscape, the dedication to keep asking, are we 
on the right road?” 
 
The evening also included a talk by Terry Abraham, on how the words of the poem written by Harriet Fraser were brought to 
life through the medium of film and reflections on his final film in the Life of a Mountain Trilogy – Helvellyn – due for release 
in May 2020. 
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Community Archaeology Survey 
The Westmorland Dales Landscape Partnership Scheme aims to unlock and reveal the hidden heritage of the Westmorland 
Dales, enabling more people to connect with, enjoy and benefit from this inspirational landscape. Thanks to National Lottery 
players it has been supported by a grant from the Heritage Fund. 
 
The scheme is delivering a number of projects over the next four years all with the aim of achieving these goals.  
One of these projects is an extensive survey of Great Asby Scar. Its goal is to contribute to a greater understanding of the 
historic development of the study area and to provide professional support and “hands-on” training in archaeological field 
survey to groups of local people. 
 
In October, the Northern Archaeological Associates (NAA), on behalf of the scheme, completed Season one the survey. 17 
volunteers completed three weeks of archaeological survey. During the survey they recorded around 300 potential new sites. 
 
Hannah Kingsbury, Cultural Heritage Officer said:  “Not only were we surveying an area rich in cultural heritage, it is also an 
important area for natural heritage with lots of outcrops of limestone pavement, as well as designations including as a 
National Nature Reserve and Sites of Special Scientific Interest”. 
 
 

 
 
Surveying recording cairns on Great Asby scar. Photo credit: Friends of the Lake District 
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New Forest National Park 

 
 

NEW FOREST NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY  
New Forest Walking Festival returns for bumper year 
Smuggler’s trails, wild play activities and fascinating wildlife were just some of the treats awaiting walkers in this Autumn’s 
extended New Forest Walking Festival. The festival boasted dozens of guided walks led by knowledgeable local experts 
covering topics such as commoning, wild play and bird watching tips. 
 
The walks, which took place in October and November, took visitors behind the scenes in the Forest to reveal the area’s 
history, heritage and wildlife. Many of the walks were free or discounted thanks to the festival being supported by the 
£4.4mNational Heritage Lottery Fund Our Past, Our Future landscape partnership scheme 
 
The extended festival is part of the nationwide Year of Green Action – a year-long drive to get more people from all 
backgrounds involved in projects to celebrate and protect the natural world. It is also a celebration of 70 years since National 
Parks were established. 
 
With support from Forest organisations and businesses, the festival has proved popular with residents and visitors since it 
began in 2013. In 2018 more than 1,600 people enjoyed 75 behind the scenes family strolls, history hikes, wildlife walks and 
more. The festival is run in partnership with many local organisations including the Forestry England, Hampshire County 
Council and New Forest Ramblers. 
 
Landscapes Review of National Parks and AONBs 
In September, New Forest National Park Authority Chairman Oliver Crosthwaite Eyre said: ‘We welcome the publication of 
the Review of Designated Landscapes and are grateful to everyone who contributed to the work of the review panel. 
 
‘It is encouraging to know that our protected landscapes are supported and appreciated by so many people. The Review 
asked “what does the nation need from our protected landscapes?”; we will consider its findings and reflect them in our 
National Park Partnership Plan which is being revised later this year. 
 
‘The Review emphasises the role of National Parks in leading nature recovery and the response to climate change; the huge 
potential of National Parks to improve the physical and mental health of the population; and it highlights the challenges facing 
communities living in National Parks, especially the issue of affordable housing. 
 
‘We are pleased it has highlighted the importance of commoning in maintaining the extensive wildlife-rich landscape in the 
New Forest and that our affordable housing scheme at Bransgore, innovative health and wellbeing and volunteering 
programmes were recognised in the report. 
 
‘Alongside the global climate crisis the National Park faces specific challenges: 
•an additional 10,000 homes are being built beyond the National Park boundary 
•the ancient practice of commoning, which sustains the landscape at the core of the National Park, needs support to survive 
•the average house price is around 15 times average earnings. 
 
‘We aim to meet these challenges by working together with the energy illustrated by the founders of the National Park 
movement, with the National Park Partnership Plan playing a key role in developing a bold strategy for the New Forest.’ 
 
Understanding the New Forest’s natural capital 
A new report, commissioned by the Forest Farming Group, has been produced which assesses the New Forest’s valuable 
natural assets – or ‘natural capital’, such as rivers, soils and woodland, and how these can be managed to benefit society. 
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It’s in response to the Government’s pledge to replace the current EU system of financial support for agriculture with one 
based on ‘public money for public goods’ – where payments will be given based on what farmers and land managers are 
doing to help society rather than the amount of land they own. 
 
The report assesses how this concept can be applied to the New Forest and its uniquely special landscape. Not only is the 
New Forest home to a diverse range of species (many of which are rare), but it’s managed using traditional practices at a 
scale that has long disappeared from the rest of western Europe. 
 
In particular, commoning is central to maintaining the landscape – the animals’ grazing helps create the mosaic of habitats 
found here. However, commoning is voluntary, and the traditional management of the Forest relies on direct support and 
specially-developed agri-environment agreements to survive. The largest of these schemes – the Verderers of the New Forest 
Higher Level Stewardship Scheme (HLS) worth £19m over 10 years – is about to come to an end. 
 
The new report: ‘Understanding the New Forest’s Natural Capital’ gives an invaluable evidence base and proposes a structure 
to help create a replacement for the current system that will be specially suited to the New Forest area. 
 
The Forest Farming Group  includes the New Forest National Park Authority, Forestry England, Verderers of the New Forest, 
Natural England, the Commoners’ Defence Association, National Farmers Union and the National Trust. 
 

 
 

Northumberland National Park 

 
NORTHUMBERLAND NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY 
Peatland restoration of the Cheviot reaches new heights in battle against Climate Change  
A major peatland restoration project on the summit of the Cheviot, Northumberland National Park’s highest peak, was 
launched in September to help in the fight against climate change.  
The project is one of the largest peatland restoration projects in the North of England covering 151 hectares, roughly 

the size of 241 football pitches, and will prevent an estimated 585 tonnes of carbon dioxide being released into the 

atmosphere each year – the equivalent to the greenhouse gases emitted by an average car travelling 1.43 million 

miles.  

The project has included opportunities for volunteers to do their bit in battling climate change with several volunteer 

days and events organised from September through to November.  

England’s peatlands play a significant role in storing carbon and can capture and store large amounts of carbon 

dioxide, as well as being wonderful habitats in their own right. Erosion caused by weather, grazing, or land use can 

expose the peat and lead to the release of carbon into atmosphere.  
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The restoration on the summit of Cheviot is the latest project to be undertaken as part of The North of England Peat 

Partnership, which in 2018 secured funding as part of a £10 million government conservation scheme to support the 

restoration of northern peatlands.  

North East Tourist Centre Recognised in European Landscape Awards 
The Sill: National Landscape Discovery Centre in Once Brewed, Northumberland celebrated international acclaim after it 
received a recognition in the Landscape Award of the Council of Europe.  
The centre was selected by the Department for Environment Food & Rural Affairs (Defra) to represent the UK’s 

nomination. Defra stated the centre’s innovative ability to inspire, involve and engage a variety of people in learning, 

participation and conservation of the natural and cultural heritage of landscapes as the reason behind its selection. 

The Landscape Award is a bi-annual competition led by the Council of Europe and was first awarded in 2008. It is 

intended to raise awareness of the value of landscapes, their role and changes to them. Twenty-three projects were 

nominated from across Europe with the main award presented to Switzerland for its ‘Renaturation Project of the 

River Aire’.  

The Sill was one of the projects chosen for special recognition, highlighting the centre’s work to preserve the 

landscape, engaging people to learn more about their surroundings and prompting action in supporting its 

preservation. 

New Exhibition inspired by Northumberland opens at The Sill 
A new exhibition celebrating the distinctive characteristics of Northumberland opened to the public at The Sill: National 
Landscape Discovery Centre in November.  
‘Inspired by Our Land’ captures the unique and special qualities of Northumberland National Park. Celebrating the 

Park’s heritage, culture, landscapes and nature, the exhibition showcases artists from Northumberland and across 

the region who use the backdrop of Northumberland to inspire their work.  

Housed in The Sill’s gallery space, The Stell, the exhibition officially opened on the 7th November, and is open to the 

public until the 19th January. Featuring 9 local artists, it offers an opportunity to admire the heart and soul of 

Northumberland National Park through original watercolours, photography, limited edition prints and ceramics. 
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Many of the artists featured in the exhibition hail from Hexham and the Hadrian’s Wall area. They include 

photographer Kit Saddington, printmakers Carol Nunan, Rebecca Vincent and Adele Burdon, watercolour artists 

David Holliday, Robert Newton and Charlotte Thompson and ceramicists Steph Jamieson and Melanie Hopwood. 

 

North York Moors National Park 

 
NORTH YORK MOORS NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY 
Major exhibition open to the public 
The fully refurbished exhibition space at The Moors National Park Centre in Danby, North Yorkshire is now open, providing 
visitors of all ages with a brand new way to experience the history, heritage and landscape of the North York Moors.  
The major revamp forms part of a £4 million project, supported by the National Lottery Heritage Fund, to tell the story of the 
Victorian ironstone and railway era in the North York Moors. 
 
The ironstone-mining period is given special prominence in the exhibition. As visitors walk past a re-created mine entrance, 
a dramatic animation of ironstone miners and kiln-workers it brings the period to life, complete with scurrying mine rats, 
underground explosions and red-hot blast furnaces. Amazing archive photographs show the real people behind the stories, 
while interactive 3D holograms of iconic structures – such as the Bank Top kilns at Rosedale and Warren Moor Mine – invite 
visitors to explore the National Park’s ‘Land of Iron’. 
 
Tom Mutton, Land of Iron programme manager said: “The new visitor experience has been designed to act as a stepping 
stone for visitors before they explore the National Park by helping them piece together how past events, the natural world 
and land management have led to the views they will be seeing. It aims to reconnect people with the beautiful landscapes 
and fascinating stories that make the North York Moors such a vibrant and historically important place.” 
 
There is plenty more for visitors to experience, including a hands-on play area called ‘Mighty Movers’, with marble runs and 
digital displays that investigate the mechanics of moving ironstone around the moorlands.  
 
The exhibition is part of the four-year Land of Iron project - a Landscape Partnership scheme, supported by the North York 
Moors National Park Authority, David Ross Foundation and other partners together with a £2.8 million grant from the 
National Lottery Heritage Fund. 

 

Over 18,000 youngsters reached as part of large-scale outdoor education programme 
It has been revealed how educators from the North York Moors National Park Authority engaged hundreds more young 
people as part of their innovative schools and outreach programme. The scheme, designed to help youngsters experience, 
understand and enjoy the spectacular countryside and coast of the North York Moors made contact with 18,559 students for 
the 2018/2019 academic year – an increase of 500 on the previous year. 
 
Heather McNiff, Head of Education and Youth Engagement, said: “We are thrilled that we can continue to expand our work 
delivering inspiring learning outside of the classroom opportunities. We have been able to achieve this not only through our 
classes, but by attending schools and conducting assemblies. 
 
“We offer so much variety in all of our activities, all of which are directly linked to the national curriculum. We are very proud 
of the work we do and at a time of such ecological uncertainty it is absolutely vital that we can engage young people in the 
natural world.” 
 
Expansion of Young Ranger group given the green light on anniversary 
A thriving ranger scheme aimed at youngsters has proved to be a great success, so much so that organisers are now looking 
to set up another group in only its second year. The initiative, run by the North York Moors National Park Authority, has 
already proved popular among young people aged between 11 and 17, inspiring individuals to engage in the stunning 
surroundings of the National Park in a meaningful and practical way. 
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The programme enables teenagers to learn new skills such as those relating to navigation and bushcraft. It also allows them 
to learn more through conservation tasks including habitat and wildlife surveys. 
 
Mary-Jane Alexander, Youth Engagement Officer, said: “I am so proud of all our members. – they just continue to surprise us 
with their enthusiasm and drive for outdoor learning. As young rangers, some may well grow up to be the future champions 
of the environment, working at the forefront of land management, and we feel privileged to support them.” 
 
Members of the current programme celebrated their second anniversary on 14 October with a campfire, hot chocolate and 
campfire-cooked orange cake after a bushcraft session.  
 

 

Peak District National Park 

 
FRIENDS OF THE PEAK DISTRICT 
Housing development plans thwarted! 
Thanks to members and supporters, contributing sufficient funds to employ an expert witness and planning consultant, 
Friends of the Peak District won the planning appeal to stop an inappropriate housing development right on the edge of 
Buxton, hard by the Peak District National Park.  
 
Consultant planning officer, Andrew Wood cross-examined the developer’s witnesses and presented evidence that the 
development was unnecessary and against local policy in the High Peak. Local objectors also gave clear and compelling 
evidence of why the development was simply in the wrong place. Friends of the Peak District were therefore very heartened 
when the Inspector decided very quickly that the appeal should be dismissed. 
 
The case was important because it tested two key issues – the integrity of the Local Plan and the value of the landscape. The 
Local Plan contains a policy setting out strict criteria by which sites outside built-up areas could be considered for housing 
development. This site failed against these requirements, because it intrudes into the countryside. Persimmon argued that 
although the site is very close to the National Park boundary it has very low impact on the Park, and that planning policy 
doesn’t require non-designated landscapes to be protected. The case was that all landscapes matter, and that the scheme 
would have dramatically altered this transitional landscape that sits between the town and the National Park. 
 
Peak District Boundary Walk – Ramblers Holidays Charitable Trust funding 
Launched in 2017, the 200-mile boundary walk which circumnavigates the National Park, has been enjoyed by hundreds of 
walkers. Many claiming that although they may be regular Peak District walkers, they have discovered many previously 
unseen gems. In September Friends of the Peak District reached a milestone and sold our 1,000th book (this is just from the 
office and doesn’t include sales by the publisher / distributor).  
 
They were very pleased to receive £2,000 funding from the Ramblers Charitable Holidays Trust towards the development of 
the walk. With the money, they appointed a member of staff to help promote the walk, and to raise the profile of the Friends 
in the process. Friends of the Peak are keen to gather information from walkers who have completed the route so created a 
Facebook group to enable walkers to share their information, route updates, photographs and experiences of completing the 
walk. 
 
They’re also hoping to produce a guide to walker-friendly B&B's, hotels, hostels and campsites within easy reach of the route, 
as well as information on tackling it by using only public transport. They hope the development plan will help us recruit 
volunteers to engage in maintenance activities, and source further funding to ensure the Boundary Walk is protected and 
promoted as a great way to experience the National Park.  
 
Taking back our Tracks – one green lane at a time 
Friends of the Peak District were delighted when Derbyshire County Council approved a Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) to ban 
recreational motor vehicles from Jacob’s Ladder near the village of Stoney Middleton permanently.  
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For more than 20 years the local community have been plagued by fast moving motorbikes and 4x4s which have intimidated 
residents and made them fearful of using the lane. Steep and narrow, with poor sight lines, it is incompatible for use by 
vehicles alongside walkers, cyclists and horse riders. The natural beauty, tranquillity and wildlife have been harmed and what 
was once a beautiful cobbled way has been destroyed. 
 
Unsurprisingly local people turned out in force to pack the room at County Hall where Cllr Spencer, Cabinet Member for 
Highways, decided to proceed with the TRO. All that the National Park stands for, won through and the lane’s serenity and 
wildlife will be restored to the village and its visitors to enjoy.  
 
The Council said it would still consider requests for use of the route for lawful motorcycle rallies, and only with prior 
authorisation. 
 
Since the order came into force in August, illegal vehicle use of the lane has thankfully abated - the majority now seem to 
have accepted that Jacob’s Ladder is no-go for them. 
 
PEAK DISTRICT NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY 
New Ambassador Centres are bringing the National Park story to life 
A number of outdoor activity, education and residential centres from around the region are getting on board with the Peak 
District National Park as ‘Ambassador Centres’. 
 
Ambassador Centres provide unique 
residential experiences for youngsters 
from urban communities to spend time 
in nature. The aim is to inspire young 
people to care for the Peak District 
National Park landscape through 
conservation and environmental 
education from rangers. 

 
Two of Nottinghamshire County 
Council’s outdoor education sites are 
now Ambassador Centres: St Michael’s 
Environmental Education Centre, 
Hathersage, and Hagg Farm Outdoor 
Education Centre, near Bamford. YHA 
Edale Activity Centre and Lockerbrook 
Centre, Bamford, are in the scheme. 
More centres and schools are expected 
to join in 2020.  

 
 
The opening of a new Ambassador Centre. Photo credit: Peak District National Park Authority 

 
Each centre has committed to help youngsters learn more and care about the Peak District National Park, and inspire people 
about the area’s special qualities. Centres will also improve their environmental credentials, including using renewable energy 
and reducing single-use plastics. 
 
In return, the Authority provides training and advice, and will promote the centres’ courses, self-catering accommodation 
and activity holidays to staff, volunteers and the public.  
 
With the extension of the scheme into ‘Ambassador Schools’ planned during 2020, both the Authority and Ambassador 
Centres aim to reach an increasingly diverse range of ages and audiences.  
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Sustainable transport: Hope Valley Explorer pilot success   
Sustainable transport was one of many items on the agenda for 
the first Peak District National Park Climate Change summit held 
at Buxton, in October. Led by the National Park Management Plan 
group, the summit welcomed calls to ‘act now’, ‘share 
responsibility’ and ‘make a difference’.  
 
Just weeks earlier, the Authority completed a successful 7-week 
seasonal pilot of the ‘Hope Valley Explorer’ bus service, in 
partnership with Stagecoach.  
 
Visitors from Chesterfield and Sheffield were able to make car-
free journeys to and within the National Park, every day during 
the school summer holidays in July and August.  

The Hope Valley explorer. Photo credit: Peak District National Park Authority 
 
This first season attracted some 2,600 passengers, despite typically mixed British weather. The pilot scheme will continue 
each summer until 2021. 
 
It has helped bring into focus the role of the car and sustainable travel options. An estimated 20 million people live within 
one hour’s journey of the Peak District National Park and most arrive by car, with nine out of ten trips being day visitors.  
 
As well as neighbouring Sheffield and Chesterfield, stops at rail stations at Edale, Hope and Bamford also allow travellers from 
Manchester and the north-west to arrive and spend a car-free day out in the area. 
 
The hop-on, hop-off service has an audio commentary, developed by the National Park Authority, about the area’s wildlife 
and cultural history. The scenic route takes in iconic locations: Winnats Pass, Mam Tor, Ladybower Reservoir, with 
opportunities for people to take linear walks and enjoy shops, cafes, pubs and attractions. 

 
Goods shed restoration at Millers Dale station  

Work is well underway on a project at Millers Dale station. Substantial 
renovations are being carried out to the structure of the former   railway 
station’s goods shed. This is adjacent to the newly restored station 
building and ticket office. 
 
The repairs are taking place with a grant of £320,000 from the 
European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD), and will 
safeguard the building for the future. 
 
Information panels, audio and interactive displays will be installed to 
help people understand how the goods shed was used.  
 
The aim is to support the rural economy in the area by signposting 
visitors to other attractions and businesses, as well as extending the 
season by providing indoor space that people can enjoy at any time of 
year. 
 
The goods shed will open in early 2020 and will complement the 
recently renovated Millers Dale station ticket office café and visitor 
information point. The café is open for business as normal during the 
restoration. 
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Millers Dale station is a popular stopping-off point on the Monsal Trail, which is also owned by the National Park Authority, 
and attracts more than 140,000 visitors every year. 
 

Pembrokeshire Coast National Park 

 
FRIENDS OF THE PEMBROKESHIRE COAST 
Completion of our biggest engineering project to date 
Back in the summer, we celebrated the completion of our biggest work party project to date - a new permissive footpath was 
opened at Tregynon, above the southern side of the Gwaun valley, giving public access to Pembrokeshire’s tallest waterfall.  
The path descends steeply for 200 feet from an existing public path into a wooded gorge, revealing the full drop of the 
cascading stream, before crossing it on a wooden bridge and climbing back to another public path, close to an iron age fort.  
In the past, walkers have been able to hear the falling water as they pass around the top of the gorge, but there has been no 
access to view its splendour. 
 
Our work party worked with National Park Rangers and Wardens on over 25 occasions on this project, putting in over 650 
hours of hard work.  The path includes 107 steps and 250 metres of railing.  Six tonnes of filling stone and three tonnes of 
dressed stone were used in constructing the path, all of which had to be moved into the gorge by hand using trugs and 
buckets. 
 
The chair of the National Park Authority commented: “This path will enable people to access a type of landscape that you 
rarely encounter in the National Park – a wooded gorge which features a cascading stream.  This stretch of path links up with 
the existing network of public rights of way bringing an added attraction to a popular walk in the Gwaun Valley.” 

 

Success in the control of invasive species 
The work party also notched up another success at Cilciffeth, at the other end of the Gwaun valley.  As part of the ‘Stitch In 
Time’ project, the Society has for four years years held regular sessions removing the invasive, non-native species Himalayan 
Balsam.  The same sites have been visited on a monthly basis from April to October to uproot this pernicious annual invader 
before it can set seed. 
 
Stitch In Time is a funded project, managed by Mat Tebbutt of the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority since 2014.  
It focuses on the elimination of Himalayan Balsam, Rhododendron ponticum and Japanese Knotweed from key sites within 
the Park.  The Gwaun valley, at the northern end of the Park on the edge of the Preseli Hills, was chosen as a pilot catchment 
for the project due to its high ecological sensitivity. 
 
Cilciffeth is now at a near eradicated state, as is most of the Gwaun.  The task has moved from spending a whole day pulling 
plants to completing the site before lunch.  From 2020, Cilciffeth will be monitored and maintained by National Park Authority 
Staff, with the work party moving on to sites with larger infestations in the south of the county.  

 

Marking the setting up of the National Parks 
Friends of the Pembrokeshire Coast are planning to mark the 70th anniversary of the anniversary of the National Parks and 
Access to the Countryside Act of 1949 with a local press and social media campaign highlighting the work that the Friends do 
through the conservation work party, through our policy campaigns and communications, and through the walks and talks 
run for members and the public – all aimed at protecting and promoting the Park and highlighting its special qualities. 
 
As a small charity with members and volunteers deeply committed to the park, they see themselves as carrying forward the 
spirit of the groups whose campaigning led to the act and the setting up of the National Parks. 
 
They are also at the planning stage of a three year tree planting project which will mark this years anniversary and also two 
others: the 30th anniversary of the founding of the Friends in 2021 and the 70th anniversary of the Pembrokeshire Coast 
National Park in 2022.  We are currently working with a number of bodies, such as the National Park Authority and Woodland 
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Trust, to establish how our resources can be best deployed.  Finding suitable sites for new community woodland within the 
Park is not easy, so it may be that our efforts will focus on replacing the casualties of Ash Die-Back which is now widespread. 
 
PEMBROKESHIRE COAST NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY  
Pembrokeshire Coast project in exciting UK partnership launch 
The Pembrokeshire Coast National Park is just one of five National Parks in the UK running major conservation 
projects as part of an exciting new partnership between the National Parks and Clif Bar. 
 
In the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park the pilot project – entitled ‘Paths, Pollinators and People’ which involves 
the creation of a new Pollinator Warden role, aims to enhance the biodiversity alongside a lengthy section of the 
Pembrokeshire Coast Path, from Newgale to Abereiddi. 
 
This project is the first step towards a longer-term aim of maintaining the Pembrokeshire Coast Path in a way that 
improves biodiversity and wildlife interest for visitors, whilst at the same time ensuring its quality as a National Trail. 
 
Tegryn Jones, Chief Executive of the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, said: “The Pembrokeshire Coast Path is one 
of the world’s finest long-distance walking routes, attracting one million visitors every year. The support of Clif Bar 
will make a vital contribution to improving the biodiversity of such an iconic stretch of the Coast Path.” 
 
Enhanced access to outdoor learning across the county 
Pupils across Pembrokeshire are set to benefit from greater access to outdoor learning thanks to a £16,000 grant 
recently awarded to the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Trust by the People’s Postcode Lottery.  
 
As part of a partnership between the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority and Pembrokeshire Outdoor 
Schools, the funding will enable more children in Pembrokeshire to benefit from outdoor learning opportunities 
aligned to the new Welsh Curriculum. The funding will also enable a co-ordinator to work with schools and the 
Pembrokeshire Outdoor Schools Partnership. 
 
Tom Bean, Education Officer at the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority said: “This funding will help 
teachers and pupils make the most of outdoor learning opportunities in Pembrokeshire. 
 
“The Pembrokeshire Coast National Park boasts some of the most spectacular scenery and diverse wildlife in Britain 
including internationally important nature reserves, geology and archaeology. The opportunities and resources for 
powerful learning experiences are abundant in this unique landscape.” 

 

Skrinkle Haven wildflower meadow boosting biodiversity across the National Park 
Visitors to Skrinkle Haven were all a flutter this summer with the display of common blue and painted lady 
butterflies in the meadows above the cliffs. 
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Pembrokeshire Coast National Park 
Authority Wardens have worked for 
years to improve the biodiversity in 
the meadow and this year provided 
one of the best displays of orchids and 
richest variety of wildflowers seen so 
far. 
The abundance and variety of plants 
has provided an opportunity to collect 
seeds, which have helped the National 
Trust team in their work to create 
new wildflower meadows on the 
Southwood Estate. 
 
National Park Authority Operations 
Manager Steve Jones said: “This 
partnership will hopefully pay greater 
dividends in the future supporting the 
wildlife, improving the National Park’s 
biodiversity and creating colourful 
wildlife rich landscapes in other 
areas.” 
 

A common blue butterfly at Skrinkle Haven. Photo credit: Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority. 

National Trust Area Ranger James Roden said: “We’re delighted to have teamed up with the Pembrokeshire Coast 
National Park Authority this summer. 
 
“The wildflower seed collected from Skrinkle Haven will help us to create species-rich meadows on the Southwood 
Estate which will benefit wildlife and provide a colourful display for visitors to enjoy. 
 
 

 
 

Snowdonia National Park 

 
SNOWDONIA SOCIETY 
Volunteers go MaD for Snowdonia 
Volunteers came from near and far for the Snowdonia Society’s third Make a Difference (MaD) Weekend this year. 
Over the weekend of 13th-15th September supporters worked hard restoring nature reserves, maintaining footpaths, litter 
picking and clearing invasive species to help make a difference for the National Park. 
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Photo credit: Snowdonia Society 
 
Snowdonia Society Director John Harold said “We’re delighted that a record 125 supporters came from near and far – some 
for the third year running – to make the weekend a success. The result was an incredible 615 volunteer hours in support of 
our National Park, with 10 partner organisations working together in this annual celebration of volunteering.” 
 
Many of the volunteers also camped under a star-filled sky for the weekend and enjoyed a nature walk, astronomy workshop, 
outdoor feast and live music by night. 
 
John added: “We’re indebted to our wonderful volunteers and our project partners – for making MaD 2019 such an inspiring 
event” 
 
MaD 2019 facts and figures: 
½ acre invasive plant species were removed from native habitats 
550kg of litter was collected from seashore, lake and summit 
33 nesting boxes were built for native species 
25 drains were blocked with heather bales as part of peatland restoration 
15km of footpath was maintained 
3kg of carrot cake was consumed!  
 
Grassroots action brings Slate Trail to life 
Snowdonia Slate Trail has its roots in the quarry villages and its feet on the ground.  The trail is the brainchild of Aled Owen 
and Cwm Penmachno Community Action Group. The culmination of four years of hard work was the Trail’s launch in 2017. 
This waymarked 83mile (134km) trail was established and is now maintained by volunteers – from near and far - who regularly 
check signage and repairing footpaths.  This is a real community project which helps others enjoy the lesser known parts of 
northern Snowdonia’s heartland.  
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A soggy day on the Slate Trail. Photo credit: Snowdonia Society. 
 
The Snowdonia Society has played its part, surveying sections of the footpath, carrying out maintenance, repairs and 
improvements. Most recently Snowdonia Society volunteers have undertaken improvements on the trail by pitching a stone 
path across extremely wet ground, working closely with the awesome National Trust footpath team. 
 
The Slate Trail is a celebration of the slate industry in North Wales, an integral part of the landscape and history in this part 
of Wales. The trail visits some of the quieter but no less beautiful areas of North Wales and Snowdonia National Park. Once 
a booming industry employing thousands of people, the slate industry is now a reminder of a bygone era, but one that still 
impresses with its sheer scale around the great quarries of Penrhyn (once the largest in the world), Dinorwic or Blaenau 
Ffestiniog.  The stories of the people and the communities and their relationship with the land and the quarry-owning estates 
still throw long shadows across this epic landscape.  World Heritage Status is now being sought for the slate landscapes of 
Snowdonia. 
 
With continued support from these volunteers the hope is that business opportunities can be stimulated for local 
communities and that greater awareness of this once important industry can be raised. 
 
Carneddau Landscape Partnership Scheme 
A partnership of organisations, led by Snowdonia National Park Authority, has been awarded funding from the National 
Lottery Heritage Fund for an ambitious and exciting five year scheme to help people discover, explore, celebrate and care for 
the Carneddau.  From the tops of the mountains to the valleys around them, the project area will cover a massive 210 km².   
 
The scheme will provide opportunities for local people to learn about their local heritage and archaeology, get hands on with 
practical conservation work, take part in training and gain experience to improve their employment prospects. 
 
The Snowdonia Society is delighted to be a part of this work and look forward to getting stuck in and helping to make things 
happen. The organisation is particularly eager to help support local communities to tackle Himalayan balsam; a non-native 
invasive species which is taking over in parts of the project area.  The Society is also keen to lend a hand clearing scrub from 
important archaeological sites – a new but exciting branch of our volunteer work. 
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South Downs National Park 

 
SOUTH DOWNS SOCIETY  
Eastbourne Downs 
A characteristic feature of Eastbourne, at the eastern end of the National Park and the South Downs Way, is the line of 
downland escarpment standing above the town. This stretch of the Downs is owned and protected by Eastbourne 
Corporation. Older readers who visited these Downs before the second world war may remember this stretch of hills 
presented the bare outline characteristic of chalk. In the absence of grazing it has been overgrown by scrub, succeeded by 
woodland (much of it larch). 
 
Eastbourne Corporations has been using its limited resources to try and stem the loss of grassland and Friends of the South 
Downs are offering funding if a suitable project for reducing the woodland can be drawn up. Ash is the predominant species 
and the trees have been badly hit by ash dieback. Because of this the Forestry Commission has asked the Council to prepare 
a management strategy to detail how felling will proceed. The Corporations specialist adviser wants to avoid including any 
areas for the Society’s grant that will be cleared anyway, so we must await singing off of the strategy.  
 
School children to explore the past of the Downs 
Friends of the South Downs are starting a project, mainly financed by the National Heritage Lottery Fund, for children to talk 
to older people and record their reminiscences of life on the South Downs. The project will begin in January 2020 based on 
four primary schools at Bury, Shipley, Findon and Worthing. Teachers will be trained in oral history skills to pass on to the 
children in years 5 and 6.  
 
Some of the schools have log books recording daily events going back to Victorian times. These books will be a rich source of 
information about daily events in those years. In addition, use will be made of oral document at county record offices.  
 
All this will be brought together and published on a website so that it is available to everyone. Walks and other events will be 
organised to illustrate the history uncovered. Local people generally with long memories of the Downs will also be invited to 
share their knowledge of the past. 

 
 
SOUTH DOWNS NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY 
Milestones and major plans ahead as South Downs National Park approaches its 10th birthday 
Refurbishing the South Downs Way, creating more habitats to support wildlife and record engagement with young people 
are among the achievements of the National Park Authority as it looks towards ambitious plans for its 10th anniversary. 
Among the highlights of the past year were helping to maintain and enhance 139 chalk grassland, woodland, heathland and 
river sites across Hampshire and Sussex, as well as enabling 3,593 schoolchildren from towns and cities to learn outside the 
classroom in the National Park. 
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Photo credit: South Downs National Park Authority 

 
 
 
The Authority’s Annual Review comes as it looks towards 2020, and beyond, with a commitment to tackle the challenges of 
climate change and turn the tide on biodiversity loss. 
 
Further highlights from the past year include several biodiversity projects, including restoring 288 hectares of heathland and 
laying 1,014 metres of hedgerow. Some 120 farmers have now joined six farm clusters across the National Park and are 
working together to promote nature-friendly farming. 
 
The Authority’s new Corporate Plan builds on the success of the past year and sets a number of important goals for the next 
year, including: 

 Create new wildflower corridors across the National Park to help halt the decline of bees 
 Develop social prescribing with local communities and healthcare providers to promote the health and well-being 

benefits of the National Park. 
 Subject to Government approval, create a climate change hub and restore lost species at Seven Sisters Country Park. 

The Authority is the preferred bidder to take over from East Sussex County Council. 
 

Trevor Beattie, Chief Executive of the South Downs National Park Authority, said: “It’s an exciting time as we approach 10 
years since the creation of the South Downs National Park. 
 
“Never has our connection with the natural world been so important for health and wellbeing and for the future of our 
stunning landscapes and wider environment. So we will continue to think big in searching for new ways to reconnect people 
to their National Park.” 

 

Inspiring new initiative is launched to connect families with nature 
A major new initiative to connect families with nature through fun outdoor learning experiences has been launched in the 
South Downs National Park. 
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Inspired by the “founding father” of the National Park movement, John Muir, the South Downs National Park Trust, the official 
charity for the National Park, is leading a new scheme that will see families across the region getting out and learning more 
about the amazing natural environment. 
 
The initiative will be aimed at families, particularly in inner city or highly-urbanised locations near the National Park, where 
children and their parents have had little to no access to wild places such as the South Downs. 
 
To kickstart the new John Muir Families Outreach programme, a series of “starter packs” – a rucksack full of outdoor essentials 
such as maps, walking boots, binoculars, waterproofs, and nature guides – are being purchased. These will be funded through 
the newly-launched National Parks Futures Fund, an initiative between National Parks and Forest Holidays. 
 
The John Muir Award is a flexible scheme that sees participants completing four challenges –discovering a wild place, 
exploring its wildlife, taking responsibility to conserve it, and then sharing their experience. 
 
Sian Jones, the new Families Outreach Officer for the South Downs National Park, said: “Some families who live near the 
South Downs National Park have never have had the opportunity to explore it. This could be for any number of reasons: the 
cost of travel, perceived barriers or simply lack of awareness. 
 
“We hope this scheme will help those families discover the fun there is to be had in the great outdoors while earning 
themselves a nationally-recognised environmental award." 

 

Innovative “Meet The Farmer” film trail showcases nature-friendly farming 
The fascinating stories of seven farmers and their vital role in caring for the South Downs are part of a fun new “watch and 
listen” trail linked to short films about their work. 
 
Seven “Meet the Farmer” plaques have been placed along the South Downs Way in West and East Sussex and will give people 
a unique insight into farming life on the South Downs. Simply holding a phone (with NFC function switched on) over the 
plaque, or reading the QR code, will reveal the film introducing the farmer responsible for caring for that stretch of land. 
The films include new stunning drone footage of the South Downs and close-up wildlife shots. 
 
The initiative, supported by the South Downs National Park Authority, showcases the work of members of the Eastern South 
Downs Farmers Group, which covers over 130 square miles of the Downs between Shoreham-by-Sea and Eastbourne. 
Farmer Ben Taylor, who manages the Iford Estate near Lewes, is featured in a film and speaks of on the amazing turnaround 
on his land, where the creation of new wildlife habitats 
has seen bird biodiversity flourish from just a handful of 
species to well over 100.  
 
Ben said: “I really enjoy seeing how farming and 
conservation can sit neatly side by side. We can look 
after the environment and, at the same time, produce 
food for people. 
 
“Ten years ago we didn’t have a great deal of birds, but 
we’ve now got 140 different species on the farm, and 35 
are red-listed because they are so rare. It’s because of 
the environment they find that they are here.” 
 

 
Yellowhammer. Photo credit: South Downs National Park Authority 
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Yorkshire Dales National Park 

 
FRIENDS OF THE DALES 
Plastic Free Dales 
Friends of the Dales is launching a new campaign, led by our new Chair Bruce McLeod, to reduce single-use plastic in the 
National Park. The first focus is plastic tree guards – there’s an estimated one million (!) redundant tree tubes in the National 
Park alone.  
 
Firstly looking at how to get the huge number of “past their sell by date” plastic tree guards (and stakes, bags and ties) out 
from the Dales landscape and into recycling or appropriate disposal. Friends of the Dales has met with some of those 
responsible for putting most trees into the ground in the Dales – including the National Trust, Yorkshire Dales Millennium 
Trust (YDMT) and Tilhill Forestry – at a round table event hosted by the National Park Authority. This was about fact finding 
– what are the regulations, where can tree guards be recycled, what can/can’t be recycled, what does it cost to collect and 
transport and so on.  
 
Friends of the Dales run their first collection day with a local campaign group – Plastic Free Skipton – where twelve 
enthusiastic grown ups and their kids managed to remove 700 disused plastic tree guards from a Dales woodland (see photo). 
This was about hands on action but also trialing how to involve volunteers in a safe and rewarding way to raise awareness. 
There planned a follow up day in early March at another private woodland to keep the momentum going.  
 

 
 
Volunteers collect 700 redundant plastic tree guards in one day – photo by Sally Goodman 
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The second thread in the campaign is how to stop the planting of a big chunk of plastic with every new tree. New sustainable 
or biodegradable alternatives, or even “overplanting” without any tree guards, need to be explored and trialled in the Dales. 
Friends of the Dales are delighted our colleagues in YDMT have hosted a national workshop to look at that and will keep 
reporting on progress. The Society has teamed up with a local district and town council in the Dales, as part of their “climate 
emergency” stance, on a “plastic free” tree planting event using biodegradable guards. 
 
The organisation plans to develop our campaign to look at other redundant or discarded plastic in the landscape and some 
of the bigger reasons (polluted oceans, carbon emissions) why it such an important issue.  
 
Friends of the Dales is interested in learning from colleagues in other National Parks – if you have good practice ideas to share 
please get in touch with the society. 
 
Beware of a bite from the past 
Back in March 2019 Friends of the Dales were delighted to announce that Craven District Council had refused a planning 
application to build a huge hotel and hundreds of holiday lodges beside a cherished local wetland habitat beside the Dales 
village of Hellifield. Friends of the Dales, local campaigners, and our colleagues in CPRE and at Campaign for National Parks 
(who supported our efforts) all celebrated – as did the hundreds of local residents who had fought over many years to prevent 
such unwanted developments.  
 
Very unfortunately, the developer has now gone back to plans that were approved years ago in 2005. These were for a large 
hotel and “rural environment centre”. We fear that the works carried out over the summer have destroyed the biodiversity 
value of the wetland. The district council has scrambled to provide evidence from their paper archives that this old permission 
was legally approved. Their stance is that the developer carried the necessary “first works” over a decade ago and despite 
the lapse of many years, the planning approval has no “expiry date”. The council are appointing legal counsel to check the 
old documents and decision notices. The organisation has posed a set of questions for that barrister to consider – largely 
around environmental impact assessments and wildlife protection licences. Friends of the Dales are also talking to Natural 
England to ensure that they are monitoring the works.  
 
Friends of the Dales would be interested in hearing others experience of such old permissions coming back to life and ways 
to tackle them. 
 
YORKSHIRE DALES NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY 
Park Authority highlights new homes shortage 
In November the Park Authority highlighted the housing issues in the Park. The number of planning permissions for new 
homes granted by the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority is running at an historical high, but new housing completions 
remain disappointingly low, Members of the Audit and Review Committee heard. 
 
It was highlighted during the November meeting that the only objective in the Authority’s Corporate Plan 2019-20 that was 
not on course to be met related to housing completions. In the year to the end of March 2019, only 25 new houses were 
completed in the Yorkshire Dales National Park.  This was well short of a Local Plan target, agreed with local District Councils 
and other partners, for 55 completions.   
 
The number of new housing permissions, on the other hand, stood at 60 last year, the second highest figure in the past 10 
years.  In just the first six months of this year (2019/20), 64 new housing permissions have been granted.  This means the 
Authority is on course to grant more new housing permissions this year than in any year since it was formed in 1997.   The 
upshot is that there are now almost 600 ‘uncompleted’ permissions for new housing units in the National Park. 
 
The Authority has said that housing delivery is a crucial issue in the National Park, given the widely-acknowledged need to 
retain and attract younger people to sustain local communities.    
 
Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority Chair, appointed Chair at National Parks England 
Carl Lis OBE, Chair of the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority has been elected Chair of National Parks England, the body 
which represents the ten National Park Authorities in England.  
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This key appointment for National Parks England comes as the country faces a climate emergency and follows the recent 
release of the independent Review of Designated Landscapes, which calls for bold action in National Parks to protect and 
enhance the natural environment, encourage greater use of England’s National Parks and to offer the chance for every child 
to spend a night under the stars.  Mr Lis will continue in his current role as Chair of the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority.  
 
 
Payment by results pilot 
The first major assessment of a “Payment by Results” pilot has shown the project is boosting local wildlife and motivating 
farmers to develop nature-friendly practices. The 34 farmers taking part in the Payment by Results pilot have had the freedom 
to choose how they manage their land to enhance the environment. 
  
A new report published by project partners Natural England and the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority shows these 
farmers have recorded 43% increased score for number and diversity of seed bearing plants than nearby sites under 
conventional funding schemes – providing a rich food source for farmland birds during the winter months.  
  
The trial areas for species-rich meadows also recorded a greater number of important plant species, such as pignut and 
eyebright, benefitting bumblebees, butterflies and birds. Participating farmers have also reported they felt more motivated 
to manage their land in a way that enhances the environment. 
  
The report concludes the result-based approach has “considerable potential” for the design of the future Environmental Land 
Management scheme – the government’s future vision for farming outside the EU. The pilot was rolled out at the start of 
2016 across two areas in Wensleydale, North Yorkshire and in Norfolk and Suffolk in the east of England with clear 
environmental objectives to match the needs of each area. Through the pilot, advice and training sessions have been provided 
by Natural England and the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority. 
 
 

Scotland 

 
SCOTTISH CAMPAIGN FOR NATIONAL PARKS 
Scottish Parliament Votes for New National Parks! 
In a debate on 31 October to mark the centenary of the 1919 Forestry Act, Members of the Scottish Parliament unanimously 
agreed to a Labour amendment recognising the contribution that National Parks make to forestry.  The relevant extract from 
the amended motion reads: “the Parliament … believes that new National Parks should be designated.” This is highly 
significant, as it is the first time that the Scottish Parliament has voted for the designation of more National Parks. The 
Parliament’s Official Report records the full debate and the agreed text of the motion. 
 
Galloway National Park Would Boost Jobs and Protect Landscape 
SCNP and APRS have released new research which clearly demonstrates that a Galloway National Park would boost the 
economy of a remote and fragile community, currently suffering from limited and seasonal employment, as well as protect 
the landscape.  Using evidence from the worldwide network of National Parks, the detailed new report, The Potential Socio-
economic Impacts of a New National Park for Galloway, argues convincingly that designating a National Park would boost the 
number of UK and international visitors to Galloway, and would generate much-needed additional jobs and income in one of 
the more fragile and remote parts of rural Scotland. 

 
Argyll and Bute Council Drops National Park Proposal 
In October 2017 SCNP were delighted when Argyll and Bute Council raised the prospect of a new coastal/marine Argyll and 
Islands National Park in the Main Issues Report (MIR) published as part of the preparations for its Local Development Plan 2 
(LDP2).  A full two years later it has finally published the Proposed LDP2, but we were very disappointed to discover that there 
is no longer any reference to the National Park proposal - even though the majority of MIR respondents supported it!  Of 
those who responded to the relevant question in the MIR, 60% agreed with the Council’s preferred option to explore the 
potential to create a new National Park.  This begs the question of what is the point of a Council consulting its local electorate 
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if it then ignores the results.  No convincing reason is given as to why this popular proposal has been dropped beyond stating 
that the concept “raises a number of significant issues”. 


